March 11 & 12, 2022
Friday Night, March 11, 7:30 pm AZ/MST by Zoom
Maurice Fernandez - JUPITER: TRUTH and DARE
Jupiter currently races through the sign of Pisces, and in its process will conjunct Neptune at 23 Pisces and
Venus at 27 Pisces, before entering Aries in May.
In this presentation we will explore the greater nature of the JUPITER CYCLE and then focus on its current
alignment, particularly as it readies to cross the 1st degree of the zodiac. What are the deeper intentions of
this cycle? How can we navigate these strong waves effectively?
Maurice Fernandez, author of the books “Neptune, the 12th House and Pisces” and “Astrology and the
Evolution of Consciousness – Volume One,” is a leading Evolutionary Astrologer with a worldwide
reputation of depth and excellence for his diploma program in astrology, publications and consulting work.
He is currently based in Arizona. Maurice is OPA certified amd served as president of the organization for
three consecutive terms (2014-2020). www.mauricefernandez.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mauriceastrology/

Saturday, March 12, 1:00 pm AZ/MST by Zoom
Janet Booth - THINKING SPATIALLY
The planets don’t just go round and round; they also go up and down. Our tour around the celestial sphere
will better acquaint us with the ecliptic and equator and their relationship. In the process, we’ll encounter
declination, including out-of-bounds planets, parallels, contra-parallels and a fascinating hybrid: declination
longitude. Our discovery will shed light on significant factors affecting current events that you cannot spot
from an ephemeris. We’ll also peek at some charts to demonstrate how you can use declinations in your
astrological analyses.
Bio: For four decades, Janet Booth has served an international clientele of individuals, couples and
businesses. With Level II NCGR certification, she’s taught astrology at all levels, including NCGR conferences
and UACs, and she’s been published in The Mountain Astrologer. In writing her Janet’s Plan-its calendars for
18 years, she honed her skills in electional astrology, one of her specialties. Now she provides her day
ratings and daily guidance based on the transits in free morning emails. Since 2000, Janet has hosted a
cable TV show, LOOKING UP, on West Hartford (CT) Community Television (online at whctv.org). To learn
more about Janet’s work or sign up for her free emails, visit AstrologyBooth.com.
Contact Info: Home/office: 860-232-4670, Mobile: 860-936-9114 (with texting) janetbooth@astrologybooth.com

TO REGISTER go to www.tucsonastrologersguild.org/2022-events Use PayPal button to pay the fee.
Each Zoom: Members $10 Non-members $15

Gaelchilson@gmail.com will send you the
link to the Zoom. Contact us if you wish to make arrangements to pay by check or credit card:
520.216.0217, info@tucsonastrologersguild.net Members of TAG will receive a link to the recording.

